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Name      : _____________________________________ 

Date of birth     : _____________________________________ 

Consistently reachable phone number : _____________________________________ 

 

You’re using an LH test for:  

 IUI using frozen sperm   

 IUI using fresh sperm    other 

QUESTION 1: When was your test positive for the first time:  

 today between 06.00 and 09.30:   email this form before 10.00! 

 today between 13.00 and 16.00:  email this form before 16.30! 

 today between 21.00 and 23.30:  email this form before 24.00!  

QUESTION 2: When was your test negative for the last time: 

 yesterday between 06.00 and 09.30   today between 06.00 and 

09.30  

 yesterday between 13.00 and 16.00   today between 13.00 and 

16.00  

 yesterday between 21.00 and 23.30   I didn’t have a negative test 

QUESTION 3: Does the day of your positive test suit the timing of your menstrual cycle? 

   YES; you will receive an appointment for your IUI by email.  

 NO; the first day of my latest menstruation was : __________________________ 

You may be invited to undergo an ultrasound roughly two hours prior to your 

scheduled IUI  

Important information 

1. Our treatment is tuned to the pink Clearblue digital ovulation test 

2. Aim to use the test after not urinating for four hours 

3. Don’t drink an excessive amount of liquids prior to using the test 

4. For IUI treatments, we highly suggest testing at roughly the same time every day. We advise some 

clients to test twice a day; it is of course perfectly fine if you decide to do the same yourself 

5. In case of a positive LH test: 

Today between 6.00 and 09.30:  the IUI will take place that same afternoon 

Today between 13.00 and 16.00:  the IUI will take place tomorrow morning 

Today between 21.00 and 23.30: the IUI will take place tomorrow 

 

Fill out this form, save it and email it to: positievetest@mckinderwens.nl 

 


